Notice of Added Functions
This leaflet explains the functions that have been added on this instrument. Read it in conjunction with the Owner’s Manual.

Bluetooth Functionality
(Owner’s Manual: p.8)
Using the Page Turning Function and MIDI
Transmit/Receive Function Simultaneously
For example, this lets you use the pedal to turn pages while
receiving MIDI and playing sounds on this unit.

1. Place the mobile device that you want to connect nearby
this unit.
MEMO
If you have more than one unit of this model of unit, power-on
only the unit that you want to pair (power-off the other units).

2. Hold down the [FUNCTION] button and press A0 on the

Changing the Operating Keys of the Page
Turning Function
The key operations for turning pages will differ depending on the
music score display app that you’re using. You can choose which
keys of this unit will operate the page turning function.

1. Hold down the [FUNCTION] button and press C#1, D1, or
D#1 on the keyboard.
Key Setting
Mode1
C#1
Cursor Up/Down
Mode2
D1
Page Up/Page Down
Mode3
D#1 Cursor Left/Right
(added)

keyboard.

Hold down

C1

55 In the Bluetooth screen of your mobile device, cancel the registration
of this unit.

MIDI+Turns pages
Mode3
Mode2
Mode1
Turns pages
MIDI

How the page turning function and the MIDI function can be used
simultaneously.
In some cases when you switch the function, the connection
with the mobile device might become unavailable. In this case,
take the following steps.

The [K] [J] keys of the keyboard are used by the
page turning app.

Keyboard

keyboard.

MEMO

The [H] [I] keys of the keyboard are used by the
page turning app.
The [Page Up] [Page Down] keys of the
keyboard are used by the page turning app.

Quick reference of Bluetooth functions

This unit’s Bluetooth function turns on.

3. Hold down the [FUNCTION] button and press E1 on the

Explanation

Bluetooth OFF
Bluetooth ON

Turns pages: Mode1–3
Selecting the Bluetooth
function
Turning the Bluetooth
function on/off

Note when using an already-paired iOS device

iOS

The following operation is required after each time that you
switch the Bluetooth page-turning/MIDI function or execute
a factory reset.

55 Turn off the Bluetooth function of your mobile device, and then turn
it on again.

4. Turn on the Bluetooth function of the mobile device.

FP-30

1
MEMO

Disconnect “FP-30.”
FP-30

2
Turn off.

The example shown here uses the iPhone. For details, refer to the
owner’s manual of your mobile device.

5. On your mobile device, tap “FP-30.”
This unit will be paired with the mobile device. When pairing
succeeds, the model name of this unit (“FP-30”) is added to the
“Paired Devices” list of the mobile device.
When the connection is established, this unit’s [Bluetooth]
(FUNCTION) button lights.
MEMO
55 If you’re using an iOS device (iPhone or iPad), the screen of the iOS device
indicates “Bluetooth Pairing Request.” Tap the [Pair] button.
55 If the screen of the mobile device requests you to enter a “Pass Key,” enter
“0000” (four zeros).

6. In the mobile device’s app (e.g., GarageBand), establish a
connection with this unit.

For details, refer to the owner’s manual of your iOS device.

Function Mode (Owner’s Manual: p.7)
Muting the Speakers When Headphones Are
Connected (Speaker Auto Mute)
You can specify whether the speakers are automatically muted
when headphones are connected.
Operation

Setting Explanation
Sound is always output from the
[FUNCTION] button + F7 Off
speakers.
The speakers are muted if headphones
[FUNCTION] button + F#7 On
are connected (default setting).
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